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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the theory and application of a recently developed machine learning technique namely Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs) in the task of traffic conditions classification. Traffic conditions are labelled as dangerous (i.e. probably leading to a collision) and safe (i.e. a normal driving) based on 15-minute measurements of average speed and volume. Two different RVM algorithms are trained with two real-world datasets and validated with one real-world dataset describing traffic conditions of a motorway and two A-class roads in the UK. The performance of these classifiers is compared to the popular and successfully applied technique of Support vector machines (SVMs). The main findings indicate that RVMs could successfully be employed in real-time classification of traffic conditions. They rely on a fewer number of decision vectors, their training time could be reduced to the level of seconds and their classification rates are similar to those of SVMs. However, RVM algorithms with a larger training dataset consisting of highly disaggregated traffic data, as well as the incorporation of other traffic or network variables so as to better describe traffic dynamics, may lead to higher classification accuracy than the one presented in this paper.
INTRODUCTION

In many Intelligent Transport Systems and Services (ITSS), it is mandatory to estimate the probability of a traffic collision occurring in real-time or near real-time. Examples include various advanced driver assistance systems (1), autonomous or semi-autonomous driving (2) and operations of smart motorways in the UK (3). Previous research has established a fundamental theory that implies that a set of unique traffic dynamics (e.g. speed, flow, vehicle compositions) lead to a collision occurrence (4–6). Based on this concept, researchers have studied traffic conditions just before the collision occurrences, along with traffic conditions at normal situations, so as to establish a technique of estimating the risk of a collision in real-time. The correct and reliable identification of pre-collision traffic conditions for the purpose of real-time collision prediction are still in their infancy. More research is therefore imperative and timely as future vehicles and infrastructures will make intelligent decisions to avoid a collision without the need of any human input.

In most studies, the risk of a collision occurring in real-time has been estimated by comparing and contrasting collision-prone traffic conditions at a road segment prior to a collision with conditions on the same segment at different time points (7). The comparison between ‘safe’ and ‘dangerous’ traffic conditions largely relies on selecting important variables from the dataset and then checking the influence of these variables on matched-case samples. In order for these models to be accurate enough for real-time applications, the temporal data aggregation should be carried out for a relatively short period and has to be noise-free. It is assumed though that roads are well instrumented to provide raw traffic data with adequate quality. In terms of motorway operations, it has been found that traffic conditions at 5-10 minutes before the collision would provide the required time for introducing an intervention designed by the responsible traffic agencies to avoid imminent traffic congestion or a collision (8).

In reality, not every road is instrumented and highly disaggregated quality traffic data is difficult to find. Moreover, because of the emerging technologies which aim to automate transport systems, faster real-time prediction and implementation are essential. Efficient handling and mining of low quality or highly aggregated data is therefore needed. Machine learning and data mining techniques could therefore prove an essential alternative or at least supplement traditional (e.g. logistic regression(9)) or more sophisticated techniques (e.g. Neural Networks (10), Bayesian Networks (11) or Bayesian Logistic Regression (12)) for collision prediction and traffic conditions classification. For example, adding an extra variable to a real-time collision prediction algorithm without compromising the computation time would enhance the prediction results.

With this concept in mind, the current study explores the application of Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs) (13), a sparse Bayesian supervised machine learning algorithm, for classification of traffic conditions using highly aggregated measurements of speed and volume. A matched-case control data structure is used, in which 15-minutes traffic conditions before each collision (termed as a ‘dangerous’ condition) are matched with four 15-minute normal traffic conditions (termed as a ‘safe’ condition) using a RVM classification. The findings from the RVM classification is compared to that of a commonly employed Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification (14) in order to examine the viability of the RVM classification for real-time traffic conditions classification.

The paper is organised as follows: firstly, the existing literature and its main findings are reviewed. An analytic description of the RVM classification algorithm is described next. This is followed by a presentation of the data used in the analysis, the pre-processing method and the results of the classification algorithm. Finally, the last section summarises the main conclusions of the study and gives recommendations for future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Detecting incidents or predicting the probability of a collision occurring in real-time based on the evolution of traffic dynamics by using machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) has gained attention in the literature over the past decades. Yuan and Cheu (15)
pioneered using SVMs to detect incidents from loop detector data on a California freeway. Their work revealed that SVMs is a successful classifier with a small misclassification and false alarm error. For the same purpose of freeway incident detection, Chen et al. (16) used a modified SVM termed as SVM ensemble methods (i.e. bagging, boosting, cross-validation) to overcome the drawback of the traditional SVM with respect to the chosen kernel and its tuning parameters. The same approach of SVM ensembles was adopted by Xiao and Liu (17) who trained multiple kernel SVMs with the bagging approach to reduce the complexity of the classifier. Ma et al. (18) attempted to assess the traffic conditions based on kinetic vehicle data acquired by a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) integration by comparing the performance of SVMs and artificial neural networks (ANNs). They showed that SVMs outperform ANNs in correctly identifying incidents but their work was limited to traffic micro-simulation data only. In Yu et al (19), a traffic condition pattern recognition approach using SVMs was employed to distinguish between blocking, crowded, steady and unhindered traffic flow using average speed, volume and occupancy rates. The classification results showed high accuracy in recognising traffic patterns. Furthermore, this study indicated that using normalised data can enhance the classification results, depending on the kernel function that is chosen.

Apart from the applications to detect incidents, SVM models have also been applied to real-time collision and traffic flow predictions. Li et al. (20) compared the use of SVMs with the popular negative binomial models for motorway collision prediction. Their results showed that SVM models have a better goodness-of-fit in comparison with negative binomial models. Their findings were in line with the study of Yu & Abdel-Aty (21) who compared the results from SVM and Bayesian logistic regression models for evaluating real-time collision risk demonstrating the better goodness-of-fit of SVM models. The prediction of side-swipe accidents using SVMs was evaluated in Qu et al. (22) by comparing SVMs with Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks. Both techniques showed similar accuracy but SVMs led to better collision identification at higher false alarm rates. More recently, Dong et al. (23) demonstrated the capability of SVMs to assess spatial proximity effects for regional collision prediction.

SVMs have proven to be an efficient classifier as well as a successful predictor when utilised for traffic classification or collision prediction studies. However, a number of significant and practical disadvantages are also identified in the literature (13):

1) The number of Support Vectors (SVs) usually grows linearly with the size of the training set, and the use of basis functions\(^1\) is considered rather liberal;
2) Predictions are not probabilistic and classification problems which require class membership posterior probabilities are sometimes intractable;
3) SVMs require a cross-validation procedure which can lead to misuse of data and computational time;
4) The kernel function must satisfy the Mercer’s condition (i.e. it must be a continuous symmetric kernel of a positive integral operator).

Given these limitations of SVMs, an alternative method should be sought to examine whether such disadvantages pose a critical threat to the reliability and validity of real-time collision prediction algorithms. After reviewing data mining and pattern recognition methods employed in other disciplines, it seems that Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs) which is a sparse Bayesian supervised machine learning algorithm could be a potential candidate. RVMs have been applied in many different areas of pattern recognition and classification including channel equalisation (24), feature selection (25), hyperspectral image classification (26), as well as biomedical applications (27, 28). This paper is a first attempt to investigate the suitability and capability of Relevance Vector Machines to classify real-time traffic conditions using aggregated traffic measurements of average speed and volume collected from major UK roads.

---

\(^{1}\) In SVMs and RVMs, a basis function is defined for each of the data points using a kernel. More explanation is given in the following section, which describes the RVM algorithm.
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM: RELEVANCE VECTOR MACHINES (RVM)

The main objective of this study is to classify traffic conditions between dangerous (collision-prone) and safe. For that purpose a learning algorithm to discriminate between these two traffic conditions and solve this binary classification problem needs to be trained.

Relevance Vector Machines (RVMs) (13) are employed in this study and are compared with the popular Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (14). Both techniques belong to the greater group of supervised learning algorithms as well as kernel methods.

In supervised learning, there exists a set of example input vectors \( \{ x_n \}_{n=1}^{N} \) along with corresponding targets \( \{ t_n \}_{n=1}^{N} \), the latter of which corresponds to class labels. In this study, the two classes are defined as dangerous when \( t=1 \) and safe when \( t=0 \). The purpose of learning is to acquire a model of how the targets rely on the inputs and use this model to classify or predict accurately future and previously unseen values of \( x \).

For SVMs and RVMs these classifications or predictions are based on functions of the form:

\[
y = f(x; w) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i K(x, x_i) + w_0 = w^T \varphi(x)
\]  
(1)

where \( K(x, x_i) \) is a kernel function, which defines a basis function for each data point in the training set, \( w_i \) are the weights (or adjustable parameters) for each point, and \( w_0 \) is the constant parameter. The output of the function is a sum of M basis functions \( \varphi(x) = [\varphi_1(x), \varphi_2(x), \ldots, \varphi_M(x)] \) which is linearly weighted by the parameters \( w \).

SVM, through its target function, tries to find a separating hyperplane to minimize the error of misclassification while at the same time maximize the distance between the two classes (21). The produced model is sparse and relies only on the kernel functions associated with the training data points which lie either on the margin or on the wrong side. These data points are referred to as “Support Vectors” (SVs).

RVMs use a similar target function as in Equation 1, but introduce a prior distribution over the model weights, which are governed by a set of hyperparameters. Every weight has a corresponding hyperparameter and the most probable values of those are estimated from the training data during each iteration. RVMs, in most cases, use fewer kernel functions compared to SVMs, without compromising the performance.

In the binary classification problem \( (\{ t_n \}_{n=1}^{N} = \{0,1\}) \), a Bernoulli distribution is adopted for the prior distribution \( p(t|x) \). The logistic sigmoid function \( \sigma(y) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-y}} \) is applied to \( y(x) \) so as to combine random and systematic components. This leads to a generalised linear model such that:

\[
f(x; w) = \sigma(w^T \varphi(x)) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-w^T \varphi(x)}}
\]  
(2)

It should be noted here that there is no constant weight (e.g. noise variance). By making use of the Bernoulli distribution, the likelihood of the training data set is defined as:

\[
p(t|x, w) = \prod_{n=1}^{N} \sigma(w^T \varphi(x_n))^{t_n} (1 - \sigma(w^T \varphi(x_n)))^{1-t_n}
\]  
(3)

Using a Laplace approximation to calculate the weight parameters and for a fixed value of hyperparameters \( \alpha \), the mode of the posterior distribution over \( w \) is obtained by maximizing:

\[
\log(p(w|x, t, \alpha)) = \log(p(t|x, w) p(w|\alpha)) - \log(p(t|x, \alpha)) = \\
= \sum_{n=1}^{N} (t_n \log f(x_n; w) + (1 - t_n) \log(1 - f(x_n; w))) - \frac{1}{2} w^T A w + c
\]  
(4)

where \( A=\text{diag}(\alpha_0, \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_N) \) and \( c \) is a constant.
The mode and variance of the Laplace approximation for \( w \) are: 
\[
\begin{align*}
\beta_{mn} & = f(x_m; w)(1 - f(x_m; w)) \\
\Sigma_{MM} & = (\Phi^B\Phi + A)^{-1}, \text{ where } B \text{ is an } N \times N \text{ diagonal matrix with:}
\end{align*}
\]

Using this Laplace approximation the marginal likelihood is expressed as:

\[
p(t|x, \alpha) = \int p(t|x, w) p(w|\alpha) dw = p(t|x, \beta_{MM}) p(\beta_{MM}|\alpha)(2\pi)^{M/2} |\Sigma_{MM}|^{1/2}
\]

By maximising the previous equation, with respect to each \( \alpha_i \), the update rules are obtained as shown below:

\[
\alpha_{i_{\text{new}}} = \frac{1 - \alpha_i \Sigma_{ii}}{m_i^2} \\
(\beta_{i_{\text{new}}}^{-1}) = \frac{\| t - \Phi m \|^2}{N - \sum_{i=1}^{N}(1 - \alpha_i \Sigma_{ii})}
\]

where \( m_i \) is the \( i \)-th element of the estimated posterior weight \( w \) and \( \Sigma_{ii} \) is the \( i \)-th diagonal element of the estimated posterior covariance matrix \( \Sigma_{MM} \).

**DATA DESCRIPTION AND PROCESSING**

The datasets utilised in this study are: a) collision data from January 2013 to December 2013, obtained from the National Road Accident Database of the United Kingdom (STATS19) and b) link-level disaggregated traffic data (from loop detectors and GPS-based probe vehicles) obtained from the UK Highways Agency Journey Time Database (JTDB). Link-level traffic data include average travel speed, volume and average journey time at 15-minute intervals.

A 56-km section of motorway M1 between junction 10 and junction 13 and two A-class roads (i.e. A3 and A12) were selected as the study area. These segments were selected randomly and are a part of the UK strategic road network (SRN). In 2013, 132 injury collisions occurred on these segments. Traffic conditions just before these collisions are termed as cases. For the development and testing of RVM algorithms, traffic conditions related to non-collision cases (i.e. normal driving) needs to be extracted. The number of collision and non-collision cases was derived using the following process:

15-minute aggregated traffic data (i.e. 96 unique observations per day) from 2012 – 2014 were available for the entire SRN. In order to obtain traffic conditions for each of the collision cases, traffic data associated with the two unique observations were extracted: (i) the observation that coincides with the time of the collision and (ii) the previous observation of (i). These traffic conditions would represent ‘dangerous’ situations. Similarly, in order to represent ‘safe’ traffic conditions, the JTDB measurements for the same two 15-minute intervals representing traffic conditions at one week before and after the collision, as well as two weeks before and after the collision, were extracted. For example, if a collision happened at 14:08 on the 25/06, the traffic conditions from the 15-minute interval beginning at 14:00 and 13:45 were matched to the collision case, while traffic conditions on 11/06 and 18/06 (i.e. before the collision date) and 02/07 and 09/07 (after the collision date) at 14:00 and 13:45 were matched to the non-collision case. As a result each collision case was matched with two 15-minute intervals which indicate the traffic conditions immediately before the collision, and eight 15-minute intervals which show ‘safe’ traffic conditions at the same time on a similar day.

In order to have one value for each of the traffic variables (e.g. volume) a weighted average for the two 15-minute intervals was calculated using the same aggregation technique as in (29):
\[ Volume_w = \beta_1 \cdot Volume_t + \beta_2 \cdot Volume_{t-1} \] (8)

Where \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\) are the weighting parameters that satisfy the following conditions:

\[ \beta_1 = \frac{t}{T}; \quad \beta_1 + \beta_2 = 1; \quad T = 15 \]

Where \(t\) is the time difference between the reported collision time and the beginning of the corresponding 15-minute interval; \(Volume_w\) is the weighted 15-minute volume, \(Volume_t\) is the 15-minute volume at the interval when the collision has occurred, \(Volume_{t-1}\) is the 15-minute volume at the preceding interval.

By using the matched-case control structure indicated, the influence of road geometry on the collisions is assumed to be eradicated, because each collision case is matched with variables related to the entire length of the link and not to a limited area of it (e.g. neighbouring loop detectors). The data corresponding to J10-J13 of the M1 Motorway (430 collision and non-collision cases) and the AL634 link of the A3 road (119 collision and non-collision cases) were chosen to be the training datasets, while the validation dataset was the one corresponding to AL2291 on the A12 road (105 collision and non-collision cases). The explanatory variables of average speed (km/h) and total volume (vehicles per hour) were chosen and average travel time was omitted because it was not considered as an important indicator for collision-prone conditions.

The total collision and non-collision cases which were taken into account for the training and validation datasets are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Road</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Non-collision Cases</th>
<th>Collision Cases</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1 (Junctions 10-13)</td>
<td>Training 1</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 (Link AL634)</td>
<td>Training 2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12 (Link AL2291)</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>521</td>
<td>132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The above described classification methods of RVMs and SVMs have been applied to the datasets in order to solve the binary classification problem of distinguishing between safe and collision-prone conditions.

As mentioned before, both SVMs and RVMs rely on kernel functions to perform regression or classification. The most popular kernels used are the linear, polynomial and Gaussian or radial basis function (RBF) kernels. In this study the Gaussian kernels have been used, because the literature suggests that they provide more powerful results (21).

The Gaussian kernel is calculated through the equation \(K(x_i, x_j) = \exp \left( -\gamma \|x_i - x_j\|^2 \right)\), where \(\gamma\) determines the width of the basis function. The coefficient \(\gamma\) was set to the value 0.5 because the targets of the classification lie in the interval \(\{0, 1\}\).

In order to test the performance of RVMs for classifying traffic conditions data, two MATLAB implementation algorithms were employed, namely SparseBayes v1 and v2 (30, 31). Although both algorithms perform the same task, the difference lies in the fact that v1 has a built-in function to develop RVMs, while the second version is more ‘general-purpose’ and requires that the user defines the basis functions to be used. Furthermore, the hyperparameters \(\alpha_i\) are updated in v1 at each iteration using the formula \(\alpha_i = \frac{y_i}{\mu_i^2}\), where \(\mu_i\) is the i-th posterior mean weight and \(y_i = 1 - \alpha_i \Sigma_{ii}^{-1}\) with \(\Sigma_{ii}\) being the i-th diagonal element of the posterior weight covariance used. This update
technique, although simplistic, is not the most optimal (30). On the contrary in v2, the marginal likelihood function with regards to the hyperparameters is efficiently optimised continuously and individual basis functions can be discretely added or deleted as described in (32). In that way, algorithm v2 converges faster but can prove greedy regarding the classification results.

For the RVM models the maximum iterations were set to 100000 with monitoring every 10 iterations, the Gaussian kernel width was set to 0.5 and the initial $\beta$ value was set to zero. The first version of the RVM algorithm was initialised with $\alpha = \frac{1}{N^2}$, where N is the size of the dataset. The algorithm terminates if the largest change in the logarithm of any hyperparameter $\alpha$ is less than $10^{-3}$. On the other hand, the second version of RVM initialises with an $\alpha$ value which is automatically calibrated according to the size of the dataset used. The v2 algorithm terminates if the change in the logarithm of any hyperparameter $\alpha$ is less than $10^{-3}$ and the change in the logarithm of $\beta$ parameter is less than $10^{-6}$. SVMs were developed using the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox™ of MATLAB, with kernel width for the Gaussian kernel set to 0.5 and Box constraint level set to 1. The linear kernel for SVMs ($K(x_i, x_j) = x_i \cdot x_j$), is also tested for comparison reasons.

In order to test the performance of the three different algorithms (i.e. RVM_v1, RVM_v2 and SVMs), the execution time (using a laptop with i7 processor & 8 GB RAM), the classification error and the decision vectors during the training of the model, as well as when tested on the validation dataset of traffic conditions for link AL2291, on the A12 road was tested. The training datasets consist of the 430 traffic conditions of the M1 (J10-J13) and the 119 traffic conditions regarding link AL634 on the A3 road. These training and validation datasets are relatively small. However, collision occurrence is a rare event and it is not unusual for traffic safety experts to deal with small samples (21). Furthermore, other works on RVM classification (such as (26)) have tested training datasets of a same size.

Results for the training datasets are summarised in Table 2, while results for the validation dataset are summarised in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Training Sample Size</th>
<th>Training Time</th>
<th>Training Error</th>
<th>Decision Vectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>7.2 minutes</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v2</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>9.3 seconds</td>
<td>19.53%</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>4 seconds</td>
<td>15.80%</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>4 seconds</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1.5 minutes</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v2</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>1.08 seconds</td>
<td>18.49%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
<td>11.80%</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from Table 2, training for RVMs is slower than SVMs, something which agrees with the results of other RVM classification works (13, 26). The delay in training for RVMs is triggered by the iterated need for calculating and inverting the Hessian matrix and which leads to more computational time, as sample size increases. The best classification is performed by the RVM_v1 algorithm, with a large margin (of about 10%) to the next more successful algorithm which is the SVM with a Gaussian kernel. However, it is noticeable that this successful rate of classification by the RVM_v1 algorithm is due to the large number of decision vectors, which is about 1.5 to 2 times higher than the decision vectors used by RVM_v2 and SVM. The efficient RVM_v2 is about 4% less accurate than SVMs but the interesting fact is that it uses less than half of the decision vectors utilised by SVMs to perform the training classification and in a non-critical time interval which can be utilised in real-time (8 seconds). In the smaller sample size, it can also be seen that RVM_v2 uses
only 6 vectors to perform the classification, while the other two approaches require a much larger number. Comparing training classification results between the small and the bigger sample size, it can be seen that all three algorithms perform better on the small sample, which also agrees with the literature (26, 27). It should be noted here that training time for SVMs is notably faster because of the fact that SVMs are quite a popular classification algorithm and the corresponding toolboxes or other software packages have undertaken a lot of attention in order to accelerate the algorithm’s outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets with sample size</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Classification error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training dataset: 430 cases from a motorway; Validation dataset: 105 observations from A-class roads</td>
<td>RVM_v1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>25.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RVM_v2</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>18.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training dataset: 119 cases from A-class road; Validation dataset: 105 observations from A-class roads</td>
<td>RVM_v1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RVM_v2</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>10.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking at the validation results of the classification algorithm that was trained with the larger sample (Table 3), it is shown that RVM_v1 is no longer the most accurate classifier. SVMs with Gaussian kernel produce the most successful result, followed by RVM_v2 and SVM with linear kernel. RVM_v1 probably leads to worse results due to the fact that it requires a lot of decision vectors and these classifier vectors cannot perform well when applied to an unknown independent dataset. When the classifier was trained with a small sample and the algorithm was applied to a relatively small sample, the results show that SVMs with Gaussian kernel outperform RVMs with a classification error which is half of the classification error of both RVMs algorithms.

To further investigate the classification performance of the three algorithms, the measures of sensitivity and specificity were employed. For that purpose, four commonly employed terms (as defined below) are employed.

- True Positive (TP): Dangerous (collision-prone) conditions \( (t_{real}=1) \) correctly identified as dangerous \( (t_{classified}=1) \)
- False Positive (FP): Dangerous (collision-prone) conditions \( (t_{real}=1) \) incorrectly identified as safe \( (t_{classified}=0) \)
- True Negative (TN): Safe traffic conditions \( (t_{real}=0) \) correctly identified as safe \( (t_{classified}=0) \)
- False Negative (FN): Safe traffic conditions \( (t_{real}=0) \) incorrectly identified as dangerous \( (t_{classified}=1) \)

By making use of the known formula for sensitivity and specificity (33), the performance of these algorithms for the larger training dataset and the validation dataset are presented in Table 4:

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN+FP}
\]

\[^{2}\text{SVM with linear kernel was excluded in Table 4 because it did not provide better results than the other algorithms} \]
Table 4: Sensitivity and Specificity of RVMs and SVMs (N= 430+105=535)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v1</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVM_v2</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>80.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noticeable from Table 4 that the RVM_v1 algorithm performs well in identifying the traffic conditions that lead to a collision. RVM_v1 is the best classifier with 88.4% sensitivity and 91.5% specificity implying minimum Type I and Type II errors. The RVM_v2 algorithm underperforms in terms of sensitivity and specificity among the two datasets. This is probably a result of the greediness of the algorithm which converges fast but at the expense of a large number of false positives.

The reason for these misclassification rates associated with all the algorithms, especially with RVM may relate to the use of highly aggregated (i.e. 15-minute) traffic data, relatively small sample size and the use of only two variables for representing traffic. In addition, the algorithm was primarily trained with traffic data from a motorway (M1 J10 – J13) but validated with traffic data from A-class roads. Traffic dynamics between these two classes of roads are quite different.

CONCLUSIONS

Machine learning approaches, especially support vector machines, have become a credible solution for real-time collision prediction and traffic pattern recognition over the recent decades. Their strengths lie in the use of a kernel function to control non-linearity and the efficient handling of arbitrarily structured data. The performance of a SVM however largely relies on the kernel function and the number of decision vectors that increases proportionately with the size of the training dataset.

The novelty of this work relates to the application of Relevance Vector Machines, a Bayesian analogue to SVMs, for the task of classifying traffic conditions. RVMs have proven to be an efficient classifier when applied to other pattern recognition tasks, but had not been applied in transport studies. Classification was performed using highly aggregated 15-minute traffic measurements of average speed and volume while a matched case-control structure was adopted to remove spatial influence on the collision occurrence. Two different RVM classifiers were trained with a small (i.e. 119 collision and non-collision cases on an A-Road) and a relatively large training dataset (i.e. 430 collision and non-collision cases on a motorway) and were validated with an independent dataset of 105 collision and non-collision cases from a separate A-class road. In order to increase the understanding on the classification differences between RVMs and SVMs, specificity and sensitivity measures were calculated for each of the classification algorithms.

The advantage of RVM classification relates to the fact that the decision vectors it used to classify new data are significantly fewer than the decision vectors used by SVMs. This may lead to faster classification decisions which are crucial in real-time applications. Furthermore, the assignment of a posterior probability to each classified instance makes RVMs more useful to experts and more substantial than the non-probabilistic results of SVMs. However, attention should be given to the training of the algorithm, so as to overcome misclassification errors and assure robustness with new data. Classifying traffic conditions in order for the classification to be used in real-time collision prediction is a promising direction for improving the efficiency and computational speed of current collision prediction algorithms. RVMs with the small number of decision vectors they need in order to classify conditions can prove helpful in this direction. On the other hand, improvements need to be done in order for RVM classification to become more efficient. First of all, the incorporation of disaggregated data should give a much clearer picture on the strengths of RVMs for real-time traffic conditions classification. Furthermore, the inclusion of other traffic or network variables (e.g. traffic...
density, vehicle compositions, variable speed limits) should be used to describe the collision-prone conditions in a more realistic way. Lastly, training could take place with a large amount of data, so as to more accurately describe traffic conditions and circumstantial precursors leading to traffic accidents.
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